Kentucky Picture Show
Fab Films & Free Refreshments, Too
For Titles Call the Library and Choose Phone Option 4

Wednesday, September 5, 2PM
(2018) After the tragic death of star volleyball player Caroline "Line" Found, a team of dispirited high school girls must band together under the guidance of their tough-love coach in hopes of winning the state championship. Rated – PG

Wednesday, September 12, 2PM
(1967) The story of a man who was shot, robbed and imprisoned, but returns to steal a large gold shipment from the man who wronged him. The gold is transported in an armored stage coach, the War Wagon.

Wednesday, September 19, 2 PM
(2018) A true story of survival, as a young couple's chance encounter leads them first to love, and then on the adventure of a lifetime as they face one of the most catastrophic hurricanes in recorded history. Rated – PG-13

Wednesday, September 26, 2PM
(2018) A father and daughter form an unlikely songwriting duo in the summer before she leaves for college. Rated – PG-13

Gentle Flow Yoga
Thursdays, 9:15-10:15 AM
September 6, 13, 20, 27
Chair Yoga, Mondays, 2-3 PM,
September 10, 17, 24

Welcome to Yoga! These beginning level classes are a path toward developing healthy breath work, improving balance, strengthening muscles and bones, and increasing stamina. Students move at their own pace. Proper alignment is emphasized for safety. The class is taught by Kathy Howard, a certified yoga instructor with Yoga Alliance. For information or to sign up for classes contact Yoga Focus with Kathy: call 859-744-4699 or email kkh1231@roadrunner.com

Internet Search Classes
Internet 1, Tuesday, September 4, 10 AM  Basic Internet searching.
Internet 2, September 11, 10 AM Learn more efficient ways to search, how to print, copy info from the web and paste in a Word document.
Easy Email, September 18, 10 AM Essential for on-line employment applications.

Trivia Night at the Engine House Pizza Pub
Wednesdays, September, 5, 12, 19, 26  7 PM
Reference Librarian, Jeff Gurnee, is at the Engine House Pizza Pub every Wednesday night with Trivia challenges.
Outside the Lines: Adult Coloring Club

Fridays, September 14, 21, 28, 10 AM

Join us for Adult Coloring Club. Every antidepressant contains the word ‘coloring’ and it’s a perfect remedy for stress. Each week, we provide pictures, crayons, markers and colored pencils. Even beginning origami artists can fold the simple crane, Head of the household, Aristide, is not a happy family living in a sprawling, ramshackle mansion. That is, until the head of the household, Aristide, is murdered with a fatal barbiturate injection. Suspicion naturally falls on his granddaughter, Hal receives a mysterious letter bequeathing her a substantial inheritance. She realizes very quickly that the letter was sent to the wrong person—but also that the cold-reading skills she’s honed as a tarot card reader might help her claim the money.

Write Local

Fridays, September 14, 21, 28, 10 AM

One writes such a story [The Lord of the Rings] not out of the leaves of trees still to be observed, nor by means of botany and soil-science; but it grows like a seed in the dark out of the leaf-mold of the mind: out of all that has been seen or thought or read, that has long ago been forgotten, descending into the deeps. No doubt there is much personal selection, as with a gardener: what one throws on one's personal compost-heap; and my mold is evidently made largely of linguistic matter.

Pageturner’s Book Group

The Death of Mrs. Westaway, by Ruth Ware

Monday, September 10, 11 AM

Hal receives a mysterious letter bequeathing her a substantial inheritance. She realizes very quickly that the letter was sent to the wrong person—but also that the cold-reading skills she’s honed as a tarot card reader might help her claim the money. Books are available at the Circulation Desk.

The Whole 30-Round Two

Presented by Bobbi Newell & Carolyn Pace

Saturday, September 15, 10 AM

"Perhaps you came to one of our WHOLE30 classes at the library back in April or you may have read the article on the WHOLE30 in the July/August issue of Winchester Living and want to know more. We are again having a class to share information on this amazing life changing program and to answer any questions you may have. Come taste some of the delicious recipes and put your name in the drawings for the WHOLE30 book and some of the staples we have in our own kitchens! Please register to attend"

Book Lunch

Thursday, September 20, Noon

Crooked House, by Agatha Christie

Agatha Christie said Crooked House was one of her favorites. This classic Agatha Christie thriller revolves around a devastating family mystery. The Leonides are one big happy family living in a sprawling, ramshackle mansion. That is, until the head of the household, Aristide, is murdered with a fatal barbiturate injection. Suspicion naturally falls on the old man’s young widow, fifty years his junior. But the murderer has not reckoned with the tenacity of Charles Hayward, fiancé of the late millionaire’s granddaughter. Please register to attend. Books available at the circulation desk.

All Over The Page

How to Walk Away, by Katherine Center

Monday, September 24, 11AM

On what was supposed to be the happiest day of her life, an accident lands Margaret in the hospital. With a very uncertain future, she struggles to come to terms with family secrets, heartbeat and starting over before discovering love in an unexpected place. Books are available at the Circulation Desk

Meeting of Minds:

Tuesday, September 25, 6:30 PM

Meeting of Minds is the Library’s discussion group. We talk about previously agreed upon topics, or freestyle and see where the conversation goes. We discuss ideas. We don’t argue. Every viewpoint is welcome. For information contact Adult Services Librarian, John Maruskin, john.clarkbooks@gmail.com, 859-744-5661, ext. 110.

Basic Origami-2nd Lesson

Presented by Brad Allard

Wed, September 26, 6 PM

Everyone had a blast at the first origami session. If you want to learn more folds or if you want to get in on the fun, register for Origami 2. Reference Librarian, Brad Allard, will patiently and precisely show you how to fold three dimensional objects out of a piece of colorful origami paper. Traditional origami papers will be provided. Even beginning origami pieces are astonishing for their beauty and a source of joy for the maker. All materials will be supplied. This class is limited to 8, so you must register to attend.

Local History Potluck Dinner Program

It’s Hoss Show Time: An Early History of Showing Horses on the Central Kentucky Circuit

Presented by Tom Byron

Thursday, September 27

Dinner at 6:15 PM/ Program at 7 PM

Tom Byron will be bringing his over six decades of experience in the horse world to present a history of the 71 years of the Central Kentucky Horse Show Circuit. He will present wonderful stories about its formation and members, and great tales of its many characters throughout the years, both human and equine.

If you are interested in the dinner, please bring a dish and join us at 6:15 PM. If you are only interested in the program, please join us a few moments before 7 PM.

Either way, be sure to register for the program by dropping in, calling 859-744-5661, or by using the Evanced online registration system at www.clarkbooks.org.